Promoter Requirements for GBPF National Championships
1. General
a. A hard wired internet connection must be available for live streaming. Wi-Fi
should be used as a last resort only.
b. Refreshments – tea, coffee, sandwiches etc should be available.
c. An electronic scoring system shall be used with the addition of a stop clock
embedded in the score sheet.
d. All entries fees go to the GBPF, but any profit made is retained by the
promoter.
2. Competition Area
a. Regulation size platform, IPF approved bar and Sufficient discs, bench with
safety racks, chalk box, blocks for bench, means of cleaning the bar.
b. Sufficient floor protection must be provided around the platform.
c. The area at the back of the platform must be clear and GBPF and IPF
banners/logos must be prominently displayed.
d. Three referees seats, table to accommodate MC, time keeper, scorer,
computer operator.
e. Table and seats for jury, sited with a clear view of the platform and
scoreboard. Preferably, a repeater scoreboard monitor should be provided.
f. Referees lights (preferably wireless), time clock, score board, speaker system
(relayed to warm up room).
3. Warm up Area
a. Minimum of three platforms each with bar, discs, stands and bench.
b. Sufficient seating.
c. Warm up room controller.
4. Weigh-in room - Certified scales, table and seats for officials.
5. Equipment check area - Table and seats for officials.
6. Doping control room - Lockable room with table chairs close to toilet, sufficient
sealed drinks.
7. Personnel to be provided by the promoter
a. Loaders minimum of five at all times (preferably two teams). They MUST all
wear either GBPF or championships T-shirts. This is essential to present a
professional image for live streaming and on-line video clips.
b. Promoter will appoint Speaker, scorer (for official scoresheet), computer
operator, time keeper (preferably a referee).
8. Referees and all paperwork, trophies and certificates will be provided by the GBPF.
9. The promoter will provide details of local reasonably priced hotels and B&B’s .
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